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AIC-AG/AARP 1.06 Does Mr. Brosch believe that the collections lag sponsored by AIC
witness Heintz is excessive? If so, please provide any analyses performed by or on behalf of Mr.
Brosch employing AIC specific data that supports Mr. Brosch’s belief.

Response: Yes, Mr. Heintz’ asserted collection lag is obviously excessive. .
First, if we assume the majority of residential customers pay their bills on or before the due date
of not less than 21 days, the Company’s calculated collection lag for such customers is clearly
excessive at 30.67 days. Commercial customers’ payments are due in not less than 14 days,
which also indicates the excessive and unreasonable result that is reached by Mr. Heintz. For
Mr. Heintz’ collection lag to be accurate, the Commission must assume that most AIC
customers, in terms of dollar weighted revenues, do not pay their bills when they are due.

Mr. Heintz’ overall revenue lag of 49.75 days is clearly excessive, when compared to the
revenue collection timing of other large utilities that were summarized in AG/CUB Exhibit
MLB-1.5, as provided in response to AIC-AG/AARP 1.04. Aside from ComEd, where an
absurdly high and quite controversial revenue collection lag was proposed in Docket Nos. 10-
0467 and 11-0721, using the same form of inherently inaccurate accounts receivable aging
intervals approach used by Mr. Heintz, Mr. Brosch has not observed such excessive revenue
collection lag statistics as are now being proposed by Ameren.

AIC’s estimated revenue collection lag is also clearly excessive by comparison to
Ameren utility operations in Missouri. AIC’s affiliate utility in Missouri, now known as Ameren
Missouri, also prepares and sponsors lead lag studies of cash working capital in rate cases in
Missouri. Given the use of common systems and procedures to bill and collect revenues, it
would be reasonable to expect comparable collection lag experience in both Illinois and
Missouri. Ameren Missouri’s proposed collections lag in MPSC Case No. ER-2011-0028 (that
utility’s most recent rate case) was 27.44 days, a lag that is several days shorter than AIC’s
asserted revenue collection lag. Notably, the Missouri PSC Staff rejected Ameren Missouri’s
collection lag estimation methodology and the 27.44 day collection lag result and independently
calculated a 21.11 day collection lag that was based upon a different methodology using
Ameren’s “curst 246” reports. Calculations supporting the 21.11 day collection lag used by the
MPSC staff in Case No. ER-2011-0028 are attached to this response as AIC AG/AARP
Attachment 1. It is Mr. Brosch’s understanding that the “curst 246” report that was historically
used by Missouri PSC staff is no longer produced by Ameren Missouri and that the Missouri
PSC staff is now investigating statistical sampling approaches that may be used in the pending
Ameren Missouri rate case (Case No.ER-2012-0166) to determine the revenue collection lag.
The Missouri PSC staff has not accepted the Accounts Receivable aging interval approach that is
being advocated by Ameren Missouri’s witness, Mr. Michael Adams, in the pending Ameren
Missouri rate case. Mr. Adams is employed by Concentric Energy Advisors, the same firm that
employs Mr. Heintz.
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